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Abstract

A fundamental problem of distributed systems, leader election, is presented in the context of mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs). In many distributed systems, the presence of a leader is necessary in order to monitor
underlying computations, guarantee quality functioning, take checkpoints, generate the lost token, detect quiescence
conditions, etc. Hence, several leader election algorithms have been proposed in the literature. Although, most of
the algorithms focus on reducing the control message (messages that have the highest priority to deliver) count, there
have been almost no attention on ensuring high availability of a leader despite various types of failures, especially, in
the scenarios like rescue and warfare, where the absence of the leader, even for a short duration, may lead to havoc.
We focus on this issue, particularly, for large MANETs, where a large number of applications fails to perform in the
absence of a leader.

We present a leader election algorithm for large mobile ad hoc networks. The algorithm is inspired by the
concept of prevailing parliamentary democracy and elects three best-nodes — in terms of performance parameters
like battery life, computing power, memory, hop distance, and mobility — as the president, leader, and vice leader.
The president node works as the leader of the network, in case, the leader and the vice leader both become unavailable
simultaneously. On the other hand, the leader node serves all the requests. Further, we create a house of elite nodes,
which ensures the presence of an executive, i.e., a leader during re-election to restrict the message overhead as well
as the election latency while executing coordination related activities.
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1 Introduction
The mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is an on-demand infrastructureless collection of dynamic mobile processors
(or nodes). The lifespan and mobility of the nodes in MANETs are constrained, unlike the cellular mobile systems
where the mobile nodes have longer lifeline and higher mobility under some pre-designated leadership of nodes (or
base stations).

Leader election (in mobile ad hoc networks). The leader election (LE) is a basic challenge of distributed systems
and finds a distinguished node as a leader (or coordinator) of the network. A LE algorithm may be triggered by some
nodes in the network, and after its successful termination, the network has exactly one node as leader, and others are
normal. More details about LE problem may be found in Chapter 11 of [16], Chapter 3 of [3], and Chapter 13 of [15].
A leader election algorithm should satisfy the following properties:
• Safety. Eventually, all the nodes agree on a single node as a leader of the network (and no two nodes elect two

different nodes as the leader). (This property is also known as an eventual leader [8, 7, 2].)
• Liveness. Every node elects a node as a leader of the network within a finite amount of time.
Several reasons, e.g., dynamic nature of nodes, variation in node’s capabilities, an unsecured communication

channel, and the network scalability [13], make the election process challenging in dynamic networks as compared to
conventional (static) networks. Hereafter, throughout the article, the words “mobile ad hoc network,” “system,” and
“network” have been used interchangeably.

Motivation. The leader election is a prerequisite for numerous applications. For example, the classical consensus
algorithm, Paxos [23], requires a distinguished node as a leader that is responsible for progress of the algorithm.
Several applications in MANETs such as intrusion detection [20, 28], group communication and data exchange [33],
token generation in the token passing system [26], key distribution [25], consensus [4], virtual cellular backbone [10],
and routing coordination [1, 19] require the presence of a leader. Hence, the leader election is a widely studied
problem of distributed systems. A large MANET involves around a thousand or more mobile nodes (for a special
military-rescue mission, emergency scenario, etc.). Thus, in a large MANET, whenever the leader fails, it is
cumbersome to trigger an entirely new instance of the LE algorithm. This fact entails that the higher availability
of a leader is a necessity of any large MANET, in order to avoid the application discontinuity between initiation and
termination of an LE algorithm, in case the current leader fails. Furthermore, the higher availability of a leader avoids
overheads due to the repeated invocation of LE algorithm. Thus, it ensures the application continuity and efficient
utilization of node’s resources.

Our contribution and outline of the paper. We propose a leader election algorithm, namely DEmocratic Leader
Finding Algorithm (called DELFA, henceforth), for large MANETs (Sections 3 and 5). The DELFA handles
successfully frequent leader failures, guarantees the high availability of a leader, and satisfies safety and liveness
properties. Hence, the proposed algorithm provides an eventual leader in each component of the network.

The proposed algorithm elects three best-nodes (namely, President node, leader node, and vice-leader node) on
the basis of their capabilities. In general, the node capability is a function of residual battery, computing power,
memory, node degree, mobility, and hop distance from all the nodes. A comparison with other existing best-node-based
algorithms [5, 24, 37, 38, 39] is given in Section 6. The message complexity and correctness proof of our algorithm
are given in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.

2 Related Work
The problem of LE in distributed systems has been well-studied, and there are some novel contributions e.g. [9, 18, 14,
30, 8]. Broadly, we classify LE algorithms for MANETs into three classes: (i) routing protocol based [12, 21, 26, 29,
36, 35], (ii) best-node-based [39, 40, 5, 24, 37, 38, 31], and (iii) miscellaneous algorithms [32, 6, 7, 11, 17, 31, 27, 2].
Since our algorithm falls under the best-node-based category, in the following section, we present a brief summary of
the best-node-based LE algorithms only, and the requirements for the design of a new LE algorithm.
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2.1 Best-node-based leader election algorithms
The MANET is an environment consisting of less powerful and thus failure prone nodes. This fact indicates that a
preferred class of LE algorithms is one that elects the “best” node as leader out of the available lots of nodes. Therefore,
we develop a best-node-based LE algorithm for large MANETs. The best-node is elected on the basis of the node
capabilities. The comparison of various best-node-based LE algorithms for asynchronous networks [5, 24, 39, 37, 38]
is given in Table 1.
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Diffusion computation
based

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

Data structure cost 1 2 2 2 3 4 5

Number of messages 5 5 5 4 3 3 1

Messages required at the
time of initiation

3NE 3NE 3NE O(NE) 3NE 3NE 2nE

Best case message
complexity

O(NE) O(NE) O(NE) O(N ) 3(N − 1) Only 4 messages Only 2 messages

Average case message
complexity

O(NE) O(NE) O(NE) O(NE) In between O(N) and
O(NE), but notO(NE)

O(N) O(N)

Worst case messages 3NE 3NE 3NE O(NE) 3NE 3NE 2nE

The high availability of a
leader

No No No No No No Yes

Applicability to large
MANETs

No No No No No No Yes

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 represent an order of the cost, where 1 represents the lowest cost and 5 represents the highest cost. Notations: n: Number of participating
nodes, N : Number of nodes in a MANET, E: communication links, and SizeH : Number of nodes in the house. These notations are defined in Section 4.

Table 1: Comparison of different best-node-based leader election algorithms.

Vasudevan et al. [39, 40] presented an algorithm for asynchronous mobile ad hoc networks, namely Asynchronous
Extrema Finding Algorithm (AEFA). AEFA is a weakly self-stabilizing LE algorithm. In AEFA, each node possesses
some node-weight that represents the criteria to elect the best-node. The algorithm creates and maintains a spanning
tree using the diffusion computation (Chapter 10 of [22]) to elect a leader.

Another LE algorithm, proposed by Lee et al. [24], provides limited fault tolerance to AEFA using a list of five
leaders on each node. The five leaders are arranged in decreasing order of node-weights, where the first node is
considered the active leader of the network. In case the first one fails, the second one becomes the active leader, and so
on. It is noted that the algorithm [24] provides only a fault-tolerant version of AEFA without any attempt to overcome
its disadvantages such as a huge message overhead.

Boukerche et al. [5] presented a LE algorithm that handles frequent topology change and node mobility. The
authors claim that the algorithm succeeds to elect a unique leader in every connected cluster in a short period of
time using fewer messages than AEFA. In [37], a message efficient algorithm, called MELFA, is proposed; however,
for fault-free scenario. If the leader fails, then MELFA algorithm reelects a new leader, and hence, the network is
without a leader during the re-election time. The algorithm Elite Leader Finding Algorithm (ELFA) [38] is based
on MELFA [37] and provides a limited failure resiliency. However, it is not suitable for large MANETs, due to its
dependency on MELFA that results in a large message overhead for electing a leader. In addition, in ELFA if the two
best-nodes, i.e., the leader and the vice leader crash simultaneously, the network reelects a leader from all the nodes.

2.2 Requirements of a new best-node-based leader election algorithm
All the best-node-based leader election algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24, 37, 38, 31] elect the best-node as the leader of the
network. However, there are some reasons that make the above algorithms unsuitable for implementation in large
MANETs, as follows:
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1. Hard to maintain a spanning tree. Algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24, 31] create and maintain a logical structure,
spanning tree, during the course of execution, where the initiator, the root of the tree, can announce the leader
when it receives the desired information from its child nodes. Further, the child nodes of the root wait for their
child nodes, and so on. Such a wait sequence increases the latency to announce the leader and requires at least
2E messages (E messages are from the root to all the child nodes and E messages are from the child nodes to
the root node), where E is the total number of communication links. Further, the root node requires additional
E messages to announce the leader node, hence, the total number of messages is 3E. Therefore, due to a large
message overhead, the algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24] are not suitable to large MANETs.

2. Initiation and termination of the algorithm. Any node with less node-weight (i.e., less battery or computing
power) may initiate the algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24] and may fail before the leader announcement. The
algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24] try to collect node-weights of all the (N ) nodes at the initiator before the announcement
of a leader, which is not essential. Since the nodes with smaller node-weights cannot become leader, the
collection of node-weights from all the (N ) nodes enhances the message overhead and election latency.

3. Re-initiation of the algorithm when the leader fails. AEFA [39, 40], Boukerche et al. [5], MELFA [37], and
Raychoudhury et al. [31] require an initiation of the algorithm over all the (N ) nodes when the leader fails,
which results in at most 3NE messages (3NE messages are required if all the nodes executes the algorithm
simultaneously) for each initiation. Further, the processing of a large number of messages is not supportive to
battery constrained nodes. Lee’s algorithm [24] also re-initiates the algorithm over all the (N ) nodes when all
the five leaders fail, which results in at most 3NE messages.

4. Re-initiation of the algorithm when the network partitions. AEFA [39, 40] and Lee’s algorithm [24] require
initiation of the algorithm over all the (N ) nodes when the network partitions, which results in at most 3NE
messages for each initiation. However, Boukerche et al. [5] handles the network partitioning efficiently and does
not require a re-initiation of the algorithm.

5. An existence of a FIFO channel. Algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24] assume a first-in-first-out (FIFO) channel, which
is hard to ensure in MANETs.

6. Violation of the safety requirement. Lee’s algorithm [24] may violate the safety requirement due to the
existence of multiple leaders simultaneously, in case, multiple nodes do not receive the heartbeat message1 due
to any reason.

In summary, all the above mentioned best-node-based LE algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24, 37, 38, 31] require a large
amount of messages and provide very constrained failure resiliency. Thus, none of them is suitable for large MANETs,
where the high availability of a leader is utmost necessary. In the next sections (Sections 3 and 5), we will present our
LE algorithm that overcomes the above mentioned problems, and thus, it is suitable to large MANETs.

3 The Abstract Description of the DELFA Algorithm
The problem to guarantee high availability of a leader is analogous to a problem of the prevailing democratic system
of polity, where the presence of an executive is always essential to make decisions regarding the affairs of the state
during normal times or crisis hours. Hence, the approach of our algorithm is inspired by the system followed by
various democratic countries, e.g., India, Israel, Italy, etc.

Following the parliamentary system of the governance in democratic countries, we create a group of “best” nodes,
namely the house; see Figure 1a. The house contains nodes having better capabilities like battery backup, computation
power, etc. (we call the node capabilities as the node-weight). In our illustration, node-weight and node-capability
have been used interchangeably. However, the member nodes of the house do not have any special characteristics,
because it may turn the algorithm asymmetric.

For the purpose of simplicity, we consider the (residual) battery power as a parameter to elect the leader and scale
it to 0-100. We consider that each node knows its battery power and scale it. In the proposed algorithm, initially
the house holds nodes whose node-weights are between 70 and 100. Here, it is important to mention that in order to
become a member of the house, there is no need to run any agreement algorithm. According to node-weights, the nodes
become the house members. However, we restrict the size (the total number of nodes) of the house, Section 5.2.3).

We restrict initiation of the algorithm such that only a few nodes (the nodes having node-weight greater than

1A message sent by the leader node at a periodic time to show its presence in the network.
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69) can initiate the algorithm. The reason behind such a restriction is that a node — that initiates the algorithm —
with less battery power may crash during election or shortly after. After termination of the algorithm, we elect three
best-nodes in terms of the maximum battery power, namely the first best-node as the President node (P), the second
best-node as the Leader node (L), and the third best-node as the Vice-Leader node (VL); see Figure 1a. Hereafter,
the terms president, leader, and vice-leader are used for the president node, the leader node, and the vice-leader node,
respectively.

Among these three best-nodes, only the leader node, L, serves all the requirements of the network. Also, the
special nodes, P and VL, do not provide any service to the network in the presence of the leader node. When the leader
fails, the node VL (or P) takeovers the charge of the failed leader until a new leader is elected from the house. Note
that, unlike other predecessor algorithms, we elect a new leader from the house instead from all the N nodes. (Later
in Section 4, we assume that size of the house is much smaller than N . Hence, the election process over the house has
reduced election latency and number of messages exchanged.)

Note that the presence of any special node, i.e., P, L, or VL, signifies the existence of the chief executive in the
network (as well as in the country). One may argue that why not there are 4, 5, or more special nodes? We suggest
them to recall the democratic system for better understanding of the algorithm. For the sake of completeness, we
provide the working of P, L, and VL in the context of the democratic systems (and our settings), as follows:

• The node P is like the President who acts as the head of the state except during crisis hours when it acts as the
head of the government also.

• The leader node, L, is like the Prime Minister who acts as the leader of the house as well as the head of
government, and thus, responsible for all the activities. In the context of our algorithm, the node L is the head
of the house and acts as a leader of the network.

• The node VL works like the Deputy Prime Minister of the country. The node VL becomes the leader-in-charge
of the system in the absence of the leader (and during the re-election of the leader).
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(a) The abstract view of the DELFA.2

L elected

CODRℳ
= L

CODRℳ
= VL

CODRℳ
= P

CODRℳ
= 

Init

VL failed

P detected

CODRℳ shows the current coordinator of a mobile ad hoc networkℳ.

Note: The CODRℳ =  is unreachable from any state, except “Init” state.

(b) Failure of the special nodes, i.e., the nodes L and VL.

Figure 1: High level description of the DELFA algorithm.

Fault handling of the nodes. All the existing best-node-based algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24, 37, 38, 31] elect the best
node as a leader and the second best-node as a vice leader. The leader node serves all the requests in the network,
and hence, losses its node-weight faster. However, in the same situation, the vice-leader may crash just before the
crash of the leader; consequently, the system does not possess a leader. In order to avoid this situation, we elect three
best-nodes in the system.

The President node, P, does not deliver any service to the network if the leader and the vice-leader nodes are
available in the network. Hence, the node P is a node with the maximum node-weight in the system with a high

2The value inside a circle represents the identity of the node, and the value outside a circle represents the node-weight.
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probability. However, the node P acts as a leader of the network if the nodes L and VL become unavailable
simultaneously and elects a new leader from the house. The vice-leader provides services to the network when the node
L fails; see Figure 1b, and elects a new leader from the house. Thus, the nodes P and VL work as the leader-in-charge
until a new leader is elected from the house. Details about fault handling and node mobility are given in Section 5.2.4.

Keeping in view the inspiration and the operational semantics of the proposed algorithm, it is named as DEmocratic
Leader Finding Algorithm (DELFA, for short).

3.1 Comparison with the existing best-node based algorithms and salient features of the
algorithm

The performance of the DELFA is much better than the existing best-node-based algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24, 37, 38]
in terms of latency to elect a leader and the total number of messages exchanged. Specifically, our algorithm has the
following salient features:

1. No logical structure. We do not impose any logical structure on the network.
2. Initiation of the algorithm. All the (N ) nodes do not execute the algorithm. Only n ≤ N nodes

whose node-weights are between 70 and 100 are allowed to execute the algorithm, while the other existing
algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24] do not disallow any node to initiate the algorithm. Moreover, in the DELFA, the
initiator needs not to wait to collect node-weights of all the (N ) nodes. These facts show a significant reduction
in the total number of messages and election latency.

3. No re-initiation of the algorithm when the leader fails or the network partitions. When the leader fails,
the node VL becomes a new leader (leader-in-charge) until the election of a new leader. Further, while the
node VL acts as leader-in-charge, it sends messages to the members of the house only and receives responses
accordingly, i.e., the election of the new leader is carried out within the house (for details see Sections 5.2.4
and 5.2.5). We assume that the number of nodes in the house are significantly less as compared to N ; hence, the
time complexity and election latency are low.

4. Unlike other best-node-based algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24], the DELFA does not need FIFO channels’ guarantee
during message exchanges.

5. The election of three best-nodes as the President, the leader, and the vice-leader is not like Lee’s algorithm [24].
In case of Lee’s algorithm [24], they re-initiate the election over all the nodes when the five leaders fail, we
never involve all the nodes in election, except initially.

4 The System Settings
This section outlines the preliminary assumptions about the environment, various types of messages, and data
structures. All the notations used in our algorithm are given in Table 2. The system settings are explained below.

M Mobile ad hoc network N Number of nodes inM E A set of edges between neighbor nodes
n Number of participating nodes NW Node-weight HoM House Member node
SizeH Number of nodes in the house ORD ORDinary Node P President node
L Leader node VL Vice-leader node

Table 2: Notations used in the DELFA algorithm.

Mobile nodes. We consider a mobile ad hoc network of N non-malicious and non-Byzantine mobile nodes
(M1,M2, . . . ,MN ), where each node has a unique identity that is used to distinguish a node and break the tie among
the nodes, if needed. We give priority to the lowest identity node. Nodes are assumed to have sufficient node buffers
to store messages until they are delivered.

Any two nodes that are in the transmission range of each other are called neighbors, and only neighbor nodes can
communicate directly using a communication link between them. The node mobility may often lead to link breakage
and link formation. Each node holds its neighbor information only, and no node has global information.
Node-weight. A node, Mi, has a priority to become a leader, called node-weight (NWi ). Node-weight may be
computed based on the residual battery backup, computing power, memory, node degree, hop distance from all the
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other nodes, etc. We assume only n ≤ N nodes whose 70 ≤ NW ≤ 100 can initiate the algorithm.3

Node’s status. The status of a node is defined on the basis of its NW , and it can be either of the following:
1. Ordinary node (ORD) – the node with 0 < NW < 70.
2. House Member node (HoM) – the node with 70 ≤ NW < 101.

Note that there is no need to run election among nodes to attain their status. Since the nodes are not Byzantine, they
themselves set the status correctly. In addition, there is no relation among ORD and HoM nodes.
Node’s state. The node’s state represents the current state of a node i. Initially, a node may be in either of the following
states; however, after the termination of the algorithm, a node must be in the correct state. The states of nodes are as
follows:

1. NORMAL – if the node is continuing assigned tasks in the presence of a leader.
2. CANDIDACY – if the node has lost its contact with the leader, the leader is failed, or the node receives an

election message.
3. PRESIDENT (P) – an elected node with the highest NW is in the president state.
4. LEADER (L) – an elected node with the second highest NW is in the leader state.
5. VICE-LEADER (VL) – an elected node with the third highest NW is in the vice-leader state.

Communication links. The mobile nodes operate on a pre-decided wireless communication channel that is
bidirectional, reliable, and non-FIFO. Any two neighbor nodes directly communicate over a wireless communication
link by message passing. The channel does not generate and deliver any message to any node if the same message has
not been sent by any other node previously.

Network Structure. We model a network in the form of a graph: M = [N,E], where N represents a set of vertices
(or processors/mobile nodes in the network), E represents a set of edges where an edge between a pair of neighboring
nodes shows a communication link.

Failure Model. We assume that a node can fail in two possible ways: (i) due to the swift movement of the node that
may result in frequent topology change and transient non-interaction of the highly mobile node with other nodes in
the network. We call such nodes the failed nodes, (ii) crash, i.e., when a node does not possess necessary storage and
processing resources, it results in permanent failure of the node, and such a node is called a crashed node. When a
crashed node recovers by users’ intervention, it does not possess the knowledge of updated data structures.

Size of the house. The maximum number of nodes in the house is denoted by SizeH , where SizeH � N .
Further, we assume the existence of a routing algorithm to deliver messages between any two nodes. Also, we do

not assume the existence of any special node that is responsible for initiation of the algorithm.

Types of messages. We classify messages (used in the algorithm) into two categories: control messages (see Table 3)
and non-control messages (see Table 4). Note that control messages have priority over all the other messages and
require some communication costs. The non-control messages can be piggybacked on control messages, heartbeat
messages, and application messages. The first three control messages (in Table 3) are used in all the existing
best-node-based algorithms.

Message Notation Description
Election Message EM is used to initiate the election. At the initiation of the algorithm when the MANET does not possess

a unique leader, any node whose 70 ≤ NW ≤ 100 can initiate the algorithm by sending identical
EM s to respective neighbors, such an initiator node is called an ori node.

Acknowledgement Message AM is sent by Mj to the originator node, ori, in response to an EM that includes NWj .
Coordinator Message CM is used for a formal announcement of the leader in the network.
Update Message UM is sent by Mj to update the leader node about the identity and NW of a new joining node i.

Table 3: Control messages used in the DELFA algorithm.

3The constraint on node-weight depends on the criticality of the application selection and the number of the house nodes. For example, if there
are no nodes having NW > 69, then we can change this node-weight restriction. On the other hand, if all the nodes have NW > 69 , then the
algorithm will be not be very useful. Hence, in this case, we are allowed to negotiate with node-weight.
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Message Notation Description
Request Message RM send by a new joining node Mi to its neighbors to know the current leader.
Notify Message NM send by Mj to inform the current leader’s identity to a new joining node Mi. It is also used to handle

the network partitioning and merging.
Wait Message WM send by a waiting node Mj to another waiting node Mi to avoid unnecessary flow of RM s if Mj does

not know the current leader.
Information Message IM send by node L to: (i) a new joining node Mi to change its status either HoM or ORD, and (ii)

the highest node-weight and the third highest node-weight nodes to become the president and the
vice-leader nodes, respectively.

Table 4: Non-control messages used in the DELFA algorithm.

Data Structure Description Default value
At the ori node

receive_ack [] receive_ack [j] = j represents that an AM has been received at the
ori node from Mj

receive_ack [j] = −1

receive_weight [] receive_weight [j] = NWj represents node-weight of Mj receive_weight [j] = −1
te Timer at the ori node

At all the nodes
neighbor_namei[] Identity of the neighbor nodes of Mi

NWi Node-weight of Mi

STATUS i Current status of Mi ORD/HoM
CODRi The current leader of Mi ∀i,CODRi = ⊥
CODRelecti Set to TRUE if Mi has elected its leader ∀i,CODRelecti = FALSE

Statei The current state of Mi NORMAL/CANDIDACY/P/L/VP
election_sendi Set to TRUE if Mi has been forwarded EM s to its neighbor(s) ∀i, election_sendi = FALSE

send_fori Identity of the ori of the EM that is received at Mi ∀i, send_fori =∞
coordinator_sendi Set to TRUE if Mi has forwarded CM s to its neighbor(s) ∀i, coordinator_sendi = FALSE

Piggyback on an EM

receive_election[] Ids of the nodes that have already received an EM . When
Mi sends/forwards an EM to its neighbor, Mj , Mi updates
receive_election[j] = 1

∀j, receive_election[j] = −1

ori Identity of the current initiator of that EM

forward_flag Set to TRUE to indicate to recipient nodes not to forward EM s forward_flag = FALSE

Piggyback on a CM

PID Identity of the newly elected president node
LID Identity of the newly elected leader node
VLID Identity of the newly elected vice-leader node
HoMID [] Identity of all the house nodes

Common at P, L, VL, and all the nodes of the house
Pidi Identity of the current president node of the network ∀i, P idi = ⊥
VLidi Identity of the current leader node of the network ∀i,VLidi = ⊥
HoMidi[] Identities of all the house nodes ∀i,HoMidi[] = ∅

Table 5: Data structure used in the DELFA algorithm.

Types of data structures. The data structures are divided into five categories: (i) at the initiator of the algorithm, (ii)
at all the mobile nodes, (iii) piggyback on election messages, (iv) piggyback on coordinator messages, and (v) at P, L,
VL, and all the nodes of the house. Details of these data structures are given in Table 5.

5 The DELFA Algorithm
In this section, we specify the DELFA algorithm as guarded actions. A guarded action is written as: 〈Guard〉 →
〈Action(s)〉. A guard (or predicate) of actions (or rules) is a Boolean expression, and if a guard is true, then all the
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The phases and the procedure
Phase 1 Initiation.
Phase 2 Reception of concurrent EM s.
Procedure A Election of the special nodes.
Phase 3 Leader’s announcement.

The events
Joining of a new incoming node

EVENT 1 A new incoming node sends a RM message to join a pre-established coordinated MANET.
EVENT 2 Reception of a RM message.
EVENT 3 Reception of a UM message.

Impeachment of the President node and the Vice-Leader node, and handover the Leadership
EVENT 4(I) Reception of the heartbeat message.
EVENT 5(I) Reception of acknowledgement messages with ack_flag = TRUE at the leader node and handover the leadership.

Maintaining size of the Lower House and the Upper House
EVENT 5(II) Reception of acknowledgement messages with ack_flag = TRUE at the leader node and handover the leadership.
EVENT 4(II) Reception of the heartbeat message.

Absence of heartbeat messages
EVENT 6 No heartbeat message from L and no network partition.

The network partitioning and merging
EVENT 7 The network partitioning.
EVENT 8 The network merging.

Table 6: The phases, procedure, and events.

actions, corresponding to that guard, are executed in an atomic manner. At some point of time more than one guard
may be true. The DELFA algorithm is given in Tables 7 and 8.

5.1 The phases and the procedure
The proposed algorithm, DELFA, is a 3-phase algorithm (see Tables 6 and 7) that allows topological changes during
the execution. It is important to note that all the phases and the procedure of the DELFA are executed only once when
the algorithm executes for the first time in an arbitrarily network. The description of the three phases and the procedure
is given below:

• PHASE 1: Initiation. In the beginning, one or more nodes, whose 70 ≤ NW ≤ 100, may initiate the election
process due to the absence of a unique leader in the network, and thus, these nodes become the originator, ori,
nodes. These ori nodes send election messages (EM s) to their neighbor nodes and set a timer te 4 for waiting
acknowledgment messages, AM s; see P1 in Table 7.

• PHASE 2: Reception of concurrent EM s. In this phase, node Mj receives at least one EM from the ori nodes
or from another node, say Mi. On receiving EM s, Mj takes one of the following actions:

1. If Mj receives at least one EM whose ori’s identity is smaller than the identity of the most recently
forwarded EM s, then Mj sends EM s to its k neighbors, which may yet to receive the same EM from
other nodes. In addition, Mj switches to CANDIDACY state, sets its CODRj = ⊥, and sends an
acknowledgement message (AM ) to the ori node if 70 ≤ NWj ≤ 100; see the first guard of P2 in
Table 7. In this manner, eventually all the nodes receive election messages from a single ori node, and the
network has only one ori node before the leader announcement.

2. If Mj receives at least one EM whose identity of the ori is equal or greater than identity of the most
recently forwarded EM s, then Mj discards the received EM ; see the second guard of P2 in Table 7.

• PROCEDURE A: Election of the special nodes. When PHASE 1 starts, the procedure also executes at the ori
node. The ori node elects the special nodes (P, L, and VL) when the timer, te, expires. The node ori sends a
coordinator message (CM ) to the elected leader node — where the CM is piggyback with information of the

4The time may be based on the size of the network, message transmission time, and criticality of the computation.
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Notations:
Mx: xth MANET component. CODRMi

: current coordinator of xth MANET component.
SENDi (m, j ): node Mi sends a message m to node Mj . RECVi (m, j ): node Mi receives a message m from node Mj .
m.x: represents an appended data structure, x, with message, m.
//All the data structures have the usual meaning (see Table 5 for details of data structurs).
Functions:
max_nw_id(): selects a node with the maximum node-weight.
(max-1)_nw_id(): selects a node with the second maximum node-weight.
(max-2)_nw_id(): selects a node with the third maximum node-weight.
nw≥70_id(): selects SizeH nodes whose node-weights are between 70 and 100.
number(): count the number of nodes and the occurrence heartbeat messages.

Pre {CODRMx = ⊥ ∨ CODRMy = ⊥ ∨ CODRi = ⊥ ∨ CODRj = ⊥}
do
P1: PHASE 1: Initiation.
[]CODRi = ⊥ ∧ CODRMi

= ⊥ ∧ NWi ≥ 70→
ori := i, Statei := CANDIDACY, CODRj := ⊥,CODRelectj := FALSE ,
∀j, j ∈ neighbor_namei[] do

EM .receive_election[j] := 1,EM .ori := i ,EM .forward_flag := FALSE ,SENDi(EM , j),
election_sendi := TRUE , send_fori := i , coordinator_sendi := FALSE ,
∀j, j ∈ neighbor_namei[] :: coordinator_send [j] := −1,
∀j, j ∈ receive_ack i[] :: receive_ack [j] := −1,
∀j, j ∈ receive_weighti[] :: receive_weight [j] := −1,

P2: PHASE 2: Reception of concurrent EM s, RECVi (EM , j ).
∀j, j ∈ neighbor_namei[] do coordinator_send [j] := −1,
[]EM .forward_flag = FALSE ∧ send_fori > EM .ori →

if 70 ≤ NWj ≤ 100 then SENDi(AM , ori),
Statej := CANDIDACY, CODRj := ⊥,CODRelectj := FALSE ,
∃k : k ∈ neighbor_namei[] :: receive_election[k] := −1 do

EM .receive_election[k] := 1,EM .ori := ori ,EM .forward_flag := FALSE ,SENDj(EM , k),
election_sendi := TRUE , send_for := EM .ori , coordinator_sendi := FALSE ,

[]EM .forward_flag = FALSE ∧ send_fori ≤ EM .ori → Discard EM ,

P3: PROCEDURE A: Election of the special nodes, where node ori receives an AM from node j.
[]te = FALSE →

receive_weight [] := receive_weight[] ∪NWj , receive_ack [] := receive_ack [j] ∪ j,
[]te = TRUE →

CM .PID := max_nw_id(receive_weight []),
CM .LID := (max-1)_nw_id(receive_weight[]),
CM .VLID := (max-2)_nw_id(receive_weight []),
CM .HoMID [] := nw≥70_id(receive_weight []),
if (CM .PID = ori) then Stateori := P,
else if (CM .LID = ori) then Stateori := L,
else if (CM .VLID = ori) then Stateori := VL,
else if NWori < 70 then Stateori :=NORMAL,
CODRori := CM.LID, CODRelectori := TRUE , SENDori(CM ,L),
election_sendori := FALSE , coordinator_sendori = TRUE ,
∀j, j ∈ neighbor_nameori[] do receive_electionori[j] := −1, ori := ⊥,

P4: PHASE 3: Leader’s announcement.
[] number(heartbeat) = 1 ∧ Statei = CANDIDACY ∧ RECVi (heartbeat),L) ∧ CODRi = ⊥ →

if (STATUSi = HoM ) then
Pidi := CM .PID ,VLidi := CM .VLID ,HoMidi [] := CM .HoMID [],

if (CM .PID = i) then Statei := P, HoMidP [] := CM .HoMID [],VLidP = CM .VLID
else if (CM .VLID = i) then Statei := VL, HoMidVL[] := CM .HoMID [],PidVL = CM .PID
else if NWi < 70 then Statei := NORMAL,
CODRi := CM.LID, CODRelectori := TRUE ,
orii := ⊥, election_sendi := FALSE , coordinator_sendi := TRUE ,
∀j, j ∈ neighbor_namei[] do receive_election[j] := −1,

od
Post {CODRMx 6= ⊥ ∧ ∀i,CODRi 6= ⊥}

Table 7: The phases and the procedure of the DELFA algorithm as guarded actions.
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highest NW node as the President node, the second highest NW node as the leader node, and the third highest
NW node as the vice-leader node. In addition, the CM is piggyback with the identities of the nodes of the
house. The node ori switches its state either P, L, VL, or NORMAL, and resets all the data structures used in
PHASE 1; see the second guard of P3 in Table 7.

Termination criteria. We define two criteria for the termination of the DELFA, as follows:

– Strong termination. The algorithm is known to be strongly terminated if and only if the ori node announces
the nodes P, L, and VL after receiving SizeH acknowledgement messages.

– Weak termination. The algorithm is known to be weakly terminated if the ori node announces the nodes P,
L, and VL after a timeout where there is no guarantee of SizeH acknowledgement messages at the ori node
till timeout. The DELFA falls in this category. The main advantage of weak termination is an avoidance of
endless waiting for strong termination.
The significance of weak termination can be figured out by the following example: suppose, we start the
LE algorithm over the total 100 nodes in the house. During the algorithm’s execution, say 50 nodes crash
or move to a different geographic location. Thus, it is impractical to wait for 100 nodes, because a leader
may also be elected out of 50 nodes. However, the weak termination losses its significance, when it is
unable to satisfy the safety requirements in the computation, e.g., mutual exclusion and consensus.

• PHASE 3: Leader’s announcement. This is the last phase of the DELFA that announces the newly elected leader
in the network. There are two approaches to announce the leader in the network, the first is the distribution of
CM s by the ori node, and the second is the first heartbeat message — piggyback with CM s and the identity of
the ori node — by the leader, where the leader is informed by the ori node. We use the second approach.

On receiving the first heartbeat message, every node knows the leader node. Moreover, all the house nodes,
nodes P and VL, on receiving the first heartbeat message, hold information of the nodes P, L, VL, and all the
other house nodes. Also, each node switches its state either P, L, VL, or NORMAL, and resets data structures
used in PHASE 1 and PHASE 2; see P4 in Table 7.

5.2 The events
After a successful termination of PHASE 3, the leader node continues to send heartbeat messages. In addition,
the leader node provides a mechanism for joining a new incoming node (without a re-initiation of the algorithm);
maintains the president, the vice-leader nodes, the lower house and the upper house; and handles the network
partitioning-merging. All the events are given in Tables 6 and 8. Details of all the events are given below:

5.2.1 Joining of a new incoming node
In the presence of a leader node, any node may join the network. In this case, it is not necessary to execute an entirely
new instance of the complete algorithm (from PHASE 1) in the network to join a new incoming node, unlike most of
the contemporary algorithms [5, 24, 39, 40, 37] that execute a complete instance of the algorithm. In our approach, a
new incoming node can join the network without executing the whole algorithm (starting from PHASE 1), as follows:
• EVENT 1: A new incoming node sends a RM message to join a pre-established coordinated MANET. EVENT 1

occurs when a node, Mi, arrives in the transmission range of a pre-established coordinated MANET (a MANET
that holds a unique leader). In such a situation, Mi sends a request message (RM ) to one of its neighbors; see
E1 in Table 8.

• EVENT 2: Reception of a RM message. When a node Mj receives at least one RM and Mj knows the current
leader, Mj sends a notify message (NM ) to the new incoming node Mi and an update message (UM ) to the
leader node; see the first statement of E2 in Table 8. However, if Mj is also a newly arrived node, Mj sends a
wait message (WM ) to Mi and updates its wait_setj [] (wait_set[] holds identities of new incoming nodes that
do not know the leader); see the second statement of E2 in Table 8. When Mj receives leader’s information, it
sends NM s to all the nodes of wait_setj [].

• EVENT 3: Reception of a UM message. On the reception of a UM , the leader confirms the status of the
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Notations:
HoMremove []: identity of nodes that relinquish their HoM status.
Other notations are borrowed from Table 7.
Function: number(), max_nw_id(), (max-1)_nw_id(), and (max-2)_nw_id(): defined in Table 7.

Pre {CODRMx 6= ⊥ ∨ CODRMx 6= ⊥ ∨ CODRi = ⊥ ∨ CODRj = ⊥}
do
E1: EVENT 1: A new incoming node sends a RM message to join a pre-established coordinated MANET.
[]Statei = NORMAL ∧ CODRi = ⊥ ∧ ∃j, j ∈Mx → SENDi(RM, j),

E2: EVENT 2: Reception of a RM message, RECVj (RM , i)→
if (CODRj 6= ⊥) then SENDj (NM , i) ∧ SENDi (UM,L),
else SENDj (WM , i), wait_setj [] := wait_setj [] ∪ i,

E3: EVENT 3: Reception of a UM message.
[]Statei = L ∧ RECVi (UM , j )→

(STATUSi := HoM ∨ STATUS i := ORD) ∧ SENDL(IM , i) ,
∀i, i ∈ House :: ∨SENDL(IM , i)

E4: EVENT 4 (Parts 1 and 2): Reception of the heartbeat message.
[] number(heartbeat)modulo z →

AM .ack_flag = TRUE , ∀j, j ∈ House ∨ P ∨ VL do SENDj (AM , L),
[] heartbeat.HoMremove [] 6= ∅ →
∀i ∈ HoMremove [] do STATUSi := ORD,

E5: EVENT 5 (Parts 1 and 2): Reception of AM messages with ack_flag = TRUE at the leader node,
RECVL(AM , ∗), and handover the leadership.
[]RECVL(AM , ∗) ∧ AM .ack_flag = TRUE →

receive_weight [] := receive_weight[] ∪NWj , receive_ack [] := receive_ack [] ∪ j,
∀j ∈ P, VL :: (NWj < 70) ∨ (NWP < NWL) ∨ (NWL < 70)

do P := max_nw_id(receive_weight []),
L := (max-2)_nw_id(receive_weight []),
VL := (max-3)_nw_id(receive_weight []),
SENDL(IM ,P), SENDL(IM ,VP), STATUSL := ORD, and announce the new leader

x← number(receive_ack []),
if x > SizeH then for i ∈ (x× SizeH ) do HoMremove [x− SizeH ] := HoMremove [x], x← x− 1,

Append HoMremove [] with the heartbeat message,
else x < SizeH then Allow SizeH − x new nodes with 70 ≤ NW ≤ 100 to be HoMs,

od
Post {CODRMx 6= ⊥ ∧ ∀i ∈Mx,CODRi 6= ⊥}

Table 8: The events in the DELFA algorithm as guarded actions.

new joining node Mi to ORD or HoM based on the number of nodes in the house5 and sends an information
message (IM ) to Mi to inform its current status. Also, the leader node sends IM s to all the house nodes to have
an updated information of the new house node; see E3 in Table 8.

5.2.2 Impeachment of the President and the Vice-Leader nodes, and handover the Leadership
The leader node inspects the president node and the vice-leader node at a regular interval.6 Since the weight of
every node reduces regularly due to its involvement in various tasks, it is required to maintain the best-node always
as the president node. For the purpose of understanding, we assume that the leader node inspects the president and
the vice-leader nodes at every modulo z heartbeat message. In real applications, selection of the heartbeat message
depends on the programmer’s choice and the criticality of applications.
• EVENT 4 (Part 1): Reception of the heartbeat message. At every modulo z heartbeat message, every node of the

house, the president, and the vice-leader nodes send their node-weights to the leader node via Acknowledgement
Messages (AM ); see the first guard of E4 in Table 8. Here, an Acknowledgement Message uses a Boolean flag,

5If the house is full (i.e., the number of the nodes in the house is equal to the defined limit), then the house cannot accommodate more nodes
whose NW > 69, and such new nodes become ORD nodes. This step prevents increasing the size the house by the defined limits.

6This event is similar to the prevailing government affairs where the President of the country may be impeached by the chief of the House (or
Senate).
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namely ack_flag = TRUE that indicates the Acknowledgement Message is sent by the nodes in response to
the modulo z heartbeat message, not in response to Election Messages, which are sent in PHASE 1. The default
value of ack_flag is FALSE .

• EVENT 5 (Part 1): Reception of acknowledgement messages with ack_flag = TRUE at the leader node
and handover the leadership. On the reception of AM s with ack_flag = TRUE , the leader node checks
node-weights of the president, the vice-leader nodes, and itself.
If the leader node finds NWP < 70, NWP < NWL, NWVL < 70 or NWL < 70, then the leader node selects
three best-nodes from the house as the president, the new leader, and the vice-leader nodes. Afterwards, the
current leader informs the previous president and the vice-leader nodes to become ordinary nodes (ORD) and
sends information messages (IM ) appended with the list of house nodes to the new nodes P and VL. In addition,
the current leader announces the new leader (using the next heartbeat message) and becomes ORD; see the first
seven lines of E5 in Table 8.

5.2.3 The Maintenance of the house
It is required to maintain an upper bound on the size of the house in order to have message overheads under control.
The following two situations trigger the need to maintain such bounds on the size of the house:

1. After a successful completion of PHASE 3, the number of nodes in the house may be more than SizeH ,
2. During the execution of assigned tasks, node-weights decrease, hence, it is required for nodes to update their

status.
Hence, the algorithm has to maintain a bound on the size of the house. The following EVENTs 4(part 2) and 5(part 2)
limit the size of the house, as follows:
• EVENT 5 (Part 2): Reception of acknowledgement messages with ack_flag = TRUE at the leader node and

handover the leadership. On the reception of AM s with ack_flag = TRUE , the leader node counts the number
of nodes in the house. If the nodes are more than the defined limits (SizeH ), the leader node sends the next
heartbeat message piggyback with a list of the nodes of the house that have to switch their status;7 see the if
statement of E5 in Table 8.
On the other hand, if the number of nodes is less than SizeH , the leader node keeps this information and allows
the new joining nodes to stay in their status (HoM) until the limits are reached (see the if statement of E5 in
Table 8).

• EVENT 4 (Part 2): Reception of the heartbeat message. The nodes of the house on receiving every heartbeat
message verify their ids in the piggybacked information. If the nodes find their ids in the piggybacked
information, then they quit the HoM status and set their status to ORD (ordinary node). In addition, all the
other house nodes update their information about other house nodes, resulting in an updated list of other house
nodes at each house node; see the second guard of E4 in Table 8.

5.2.4 Absence of heartbeat messages
The absence of heartbeat messages signifies either mobility, disconnection, or failure of the leader. We consider that
the nodes P and VL wait for at least 5 consecutive heartbeat messages, and if they are unable to receive a heartbeat
message, then they try to elect a new leader. In fact, the DELFA demonstrates its strength by handling this event and
ensures the high availability of a leader. Note that here we consider that the network is not partitioned, which may be
a consequence of the absence of heartbeat messages, and the next EVENT 7 and EVENT 8 show the network partition
handling.
• EVENT 6: No heartbeat message from L and no network partition. In this scenario, the node VL becomes a new

leader (leader-in-charge) of the network and try to elect a new leader in its presence from the house. Recall that
the vice-leader node becomes the leader-in-charge when the node L fails, and the president node becomes the
leader-in-charge when the nodes L and VL fail simultaneously, as shown in Figure 1b.
How a new leader (or a new vice-leader) is elected? The nodes P and VL know each node of the house (by
PHASE 1, EVENT 3, EVENT 4, and EVENT 5). Hence, the election of a new leader in the presence of the
leader-in-charge is carried out in the house without invoking PHASE 1. The node VL (or P) sends EM s with a
special flag, namely forward_flag to be TRUE , to all the nodes of the house. Such a flag variable with true value

7A node with higher identity is called to switch the status.
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indicates that it is not an initiation of PHASE 1. On the reception of EM s (where, forward_flag = TRUE ),
the respective nodes send an AM to the node VL (or P), and they do not forward EM s to any other node.
Subsequently, the node VL (or P) elects a new L (and VL), and the new leader starts sending heartbeat messages.

EVENT 6 represents that once the current leader fails, a new leader is elected from a group of a few nodes (i.e.,
the house) by the node VL (or P), where the node VL (and the node P) know each node of the house. Note that in
this situation, the network holds a leader-in-charge that ensures the application continuity. Hence, an existence of the
house shows that there is no need to run the LE algorithm starting from PHASE 1 in the network when the leader fails.

Aside. There may be situation when nodes P, L, and VL crash at a time. However, it is is not possible, because the
node P is the best-node that does not provide any service to the network, resulting in best node-weight with a high
probability. But, the mobility may lead to failure of nodes P, L, and VL at a time. In such a case, there is no need to
execute PHASE 1. After an absence of 10 consecutive heartbeat messages, nodes of the house run an election among
them with EM .forward_flag = TRUE , and eventually, the lowest identity house node declares new P, L, and VL.

5.2.5 The network partitioning and merging
We show how the algorithm handles the network partitioning, in case, it detects the absence of 10 consecutive heartbeat
messages due to disconnection or failure of the leader. Recall that in no case (the network partitioning), we require
the initiation of the DELFA algorithm from PHASE 1 except for the first time. Also, the joining of a new node may
combine two different MANET components. The following events describe the network partitioning and merging:
• EVENT 7: The network partitioning. When the network partitions, the following three cases can occur in our

algorithm, as follows:

1. The network partitions into three components such that the first one holds the node P, the second one holds
the node L, and the third one holds the node VL. In this case, the nodes P, L, and VL become a leader of
their components. The nodes P and VL elect a new leader in their components following the method given
in EVENT 6. Also, the leader node designates nodes P and VL by following the method given in EVENTs
4(part 1) and 5(part 1).

2. The network partitions into components such that each component holds at least one node of the house.
In this case, since each component has at least one node of the house and all the nodes of the house know
other house nodes, all the nodes whose NW > 69 elect nodes P, L, and VL among them like the method
given in EVENT 6. Further, if P, L, and VL lie in different components, then the situation is similar to Case
1.

3. The network partitions into components such that at least one of the components does not hold any node
whose NW > 69. In this case, the node whose NW > 69 follows the first and the second cases. The
nodes whose NW < 69 are not allowed to elect a leader in this case.

• EVENT 8: The network merging. Network merging occurs when two or more partitioned components merge due
to a communication link formation. Note that the joining of a new node may also lead to the network merging.
The leader node, say Li, of any component that has the highest node-weight becomes the leader of the merged
component and ids of the leaders are used for tie breaking, if needed.
When a node receives heartbeat messages from two or more leader nodes, the node asks all the leader nodes
about their node-weight. The node selects a node, say Li, with the highest node-weight as a leader node and
informs all the other leader nodes to have node Li as the leader.
In our approach, the other component’s leader surrenders its leadership and data structures to Li. Further, note
that this scenario provides two or more president and vice-leaders nodes; however, eventually, the nodes P and
VL of the components, whose leaders have surrendered their leadership, loss their states and accept Li as their
leader.

6 Simulation
We use a 500× 500 meter2 simulation area where 50 to 1000 nodes are randomly distributed. The message traversal
time between any two neighboring nodes is 2 seconds, and the transmission range of every node is 250 meters. The
leader node periodically, after every 90 seconds, sends a heartbeat message to all the other nodes in the given area. If
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a node does not receive any heartbeat message for a fixed time (450 seconds because we consider that the absence of 5
consecutive heartbeat messages show the leader’s absence), then the node executes the specified actions. We consider
five algorithms [39, 5, 24, 37, 38] with our proposed algorithm for analysis purpose.

Figure 2: Re-election analysis of the DELFA with the
algorithms [39, 5, 24, 37, 38].

Figure 3: Leader availability analysis of the DELFA with
the algorithms [39, 5, 24, 37, 38].

Re-election analysis. A new leader is elected when the current leader fails. In Figure 2, an analysis is shown to elect
a new leader in the DELFA and all the algorithms [39, 5, 24, 37, 38] when the current leader fails. All the existing
algorithms [39, 5, 24, 37, 38] require a re-initiation of the algorithm except the DELFA. We can observe a noticeable
difference in the slope of the DELFA, which is close to the X-axis. It is due to the introduction of the house concept in
our LE algorithm.

Leader availability analysis. The graph, in Figure 3, shows the leader’s absence from the network due to failure
or mobility of the leader node. The leader discontinuity is clearly visible in other algorithms. However, in case of
DELFA, a leader exists at all the time, and thus, the curve of DELFA is very close to the X-axis. Further, all the other
algorithms show the leader discontinuity for longer durations. Particularly, in case of AEFA, Bourkerche’s algorithm,
and Lee’s algorithm, the leader is absent for a quite long duration.

The impact of node density and transmission range of the nodes. In order to examine the impact of node density,
we use 250×250 meter2 simulation area and 100-700 nodes. We do not consider a completely connected graph. Here,
we consider the following two cases:

1. Algorithm initiation. Recall that an execution of all the algorithms including the DELFA is required at the time
of initiation. In the graph, Figure 4, we observe that the election latency of AEFA is highest. However, the slopes
of MELFA and ELFA have a critical point (at 600 nodes), after that point the slopes decrease due to increase
in the node density and piggyback information with election messages. However, the curve of the DELFA has
a less gradient than all the other curves, because in the DELFA, only the node of the house (SizeH � N )
participate at the time of initiation; hence, fewer (election and acknowledgement) messages flow in the network.

2. Failure of the current leader. The algorithms [39, 5, 24, 37] are executed to elect a new leader when the current
leader fails. In this case, see Figure 5, AEFA and Bourkerche’s algorithm show the highest time to elect a new
leader due to a complete execution of the algorithm as compared to the DELFA, which takes 2 seconds (almost
0). However, the election latency of MELFA increases up to 200 nodes, and then, decreases for the remaining
nodes due to the node compactness.

In order to analyze the impact of transmission range, we consider a case, where each algorithm progresses to
elect a new leader in the presence of the leader-in-charge; see Figure 6. However, we are not considering Lee’s
algorithm [24] because it does not provide any method to elect a new leader when a list of five leaders fails. In
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Figure 4: Impact of the node density when the
algorithms initiate first time.

Figure 5: Impact of the node density when the
algorithms elect a new leader in the presence of the
leader-in-charge.

Figure 6: Impact of the transmission range on the
nodes when they elect a new leader in the presence
of the leader-in-charge.

Figure 7: Election messages exchange to elect a new
leader in the presence of the leader-in-charge.

addition, we use 250× 250 meter2 area and nodes from 50 to 550. Initially, curves of all the algorithms show almost
the same time to elect a new leader. However, an increasing transmission range of the nodes brings more neighbors to
each node that results in more messages in AEFA and Bourkerche’s algorithm. On the other hand, MELFA and ELFA
show a less time to elect a new leader due to the control messages piggyback on application messages. Further, the
concept of the house in the DELFA signifies a very less time to elect a new leader and a new vice-leader.

Impact of the house concept in the leader election algorithm. In Figure 7, we compare ELFA [38] and the DELFA
in terms of number of messages exchanged to elect a new leader in the presence of the leader-in-charge. However, we
do not focus on Lee’s algorithm [24] because it does not consider the election of a new vice-leader when the current
leader fails. Note that the cabinet size in ELFA [38] increases linearly with increase in the total number of nodes.
However, in case of the DELFA, only a significant increase in the total number of nodes results in the growth of the
house size; see graph points B1, C1, D1, and E1 in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, a constant increase in the cabinet size results in a linear graph in ELFA. The graph comprises two
critical points, namely A2 and B2. On these two points, the curves of ELFA and the DELFA overlap. The curve of
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ELFA up to A2 is falling down than the DELFA’s curve, and after the point B2, ELFA curve is always above the curve
of DELFA. The reason behind these inadequate curves is as follows: initially, at a point A1, there are only 50 nodes in
the network. According to the concept of ELFA, now the cabinet size should be lower, unlike DEFLA, where the house
size should be greater even in the presence of a fewer number of nodes in the network. As the node count reaches 200,
the DELFA operates better than ELFA because the cabinet size of ELFA increases faster. The same reason holds for
the point B2 and beyond.

In summary, our fault tolerant algorithm, the DELFA, performs better than the other existing best-node-based fault
tolerant algorithms — Boukerche’ algorithm [5], Lee’s algorithm [24] and ELFA algorithm [38] — in terms of the
control messages overheads and the election latency.

7 Conclusion
A fault tolerant leader election algorithm for large mobile ad hoc networks is presented. The algorithm elects the
best-nodes on the basis of parameters like residual battery power, computing power, memory, node degree, mobility,
and hop distance from all the nodes. The proposed algorithm uses the concept of a group (called house) of the better
nodes, which is a common practice in the parliamentary system of many democratic countries. The introduction of
the house is purely novel in the present context, and it makes the algorithm highly fault resilient. Due to the house, the
algorithm requires very less number of exclusive control messages to elect a leader as compared to the other existing
best-node-based leader election algorithms. More importantly, the algorithm ensures the high availability of a leader
in the occurrence of frequent failures. Specifically, our algorithm elects three best-nodes as the President, the Leader
and the Vice-Leader nodes, which serve all the requirements of the network. The President and the Vice-Leader nodes
become the leader-in-charge in case of the leader mobility or failure.

The algorithm is suitable for implementation in large size practical networks. We see three future directions: (i)
since a malicious node can become the leader, one can make the algorithm secure that prevents the network from being
captured by a node, (ii) reduce the total number of messages when the algorithm initiates, (iii) make it self-stabilizing.
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A Message Complexity of the DELFA Algorithm
Most of the LE algorithms, given in [5, 6, 12, 21, 24, 26, 29, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] for MANETs, try to decrease the
total number of messages by imposing some logical structures or by placing some static nodes among mobile nodes.
Some of the algorithms [5, 12, 21, 31, 38, 36, 35] also respond the network partitioning effectively. The DELFA uses
fewer control messages as compared to the existing algorithms. In this section, we provide message complexity of
the DELFA. We consider three cases, namely the best, the average, and the worst cases based on the total number of
messages flow in the network.

Best case message complexity. The best case message complexity of the DELFA refers to a case (of joining of a new
node in the network) that results in the minimum number of messages flow in the network. In this case, the minimum
number of messages (a request message, RM , a notify message, NM or an update message, UM ) flow in the network.

Assume that a new joining node i becomes a neighbor of the leader node L, and the node i sends a RM to the node
L. The leader node in response sends an IM to the new joining node i. Hence, only two messages (i.e., 1 RM and 1
IM ) are exchanged to attach the new joining node i in the network.

Note that there may be a case where in a one dimensional linear network (or in any topological network), a new
joining i node becomes the neighbor of some nodes, say node j. Soon after that the node j receives a RM , the node j
sends a NM and a UM . The reception of the UM at the leader node results in the propagation of an IM . Hence, this
scenario results in four messages (i.e., 1 RM , 1 NM , 1 UM and 1 IM ) to join the newly arrived node i.

However, the algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24] require an initiation of the algorithm, which results in at most O(NE )
messages exchange, to handle the same case. The algorithms [31], [37], and [38] require at most O(N ), 3(N − 1),
and 4 messages exchange, to handle the same case.

Average case message complexity. The average case message complexity of the DELFA refers to a case (of failure
of the leader node and re-election of a leader node) that results in more number of messages flow than the best case
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message complexity. When the leader node fails, either node P or VL becomes the leader-in-charge and initiates the
election process in the house, which results in at most SizeH − 1 < N messages.

Note that under a special circumstance, the joining of a new node in the network may also result in at most N
messages. Let a newly arrived node i, which is the neighbor of all the N nodes, sends a RM to its one neighbor and
waits for a timeout. If the node i does not receive an IM before timeout, it again sends a RM to another neighbor.
Now consider a special situation that the node i is unable to receive a single IM from all the N − 1 nodes, and finally,
the node i receives an IM from the N th nodes. Thus, in this case at most N + 3 messages (i.e., N RM , 1 NM , 1
UM , and 1 IM ) are used.

Thus, the DELFA requires at most N messages in the average case. However, the algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24, 31]
require an initiation of the algorithm when the leader crashes or when a node joins, which results in at most O(NE )
messages exchange, to handle the case of leader failure and the case of joining of a node. The algorithm [37] also
requires at most 3NE messages in the average case; however, the algorithm [38] requires at most O(N) messages
exchange in the average case.

Worst case message complexity. The worst case message complexity of the DELFA refers to a case (of initiation of
the algorithm to elect a leader in an arbitrary network) that results in the maximum number of messages flow.

The DELFA requires at most 2nE ) messages in the worst case, when the algorithm finds a leader in an arbitrary
network, nE election messages and nE acknowledgment messages are required, when n � N nodes execute the
election algorithm simultaneously. However, the algorithms [39, 40, 5, 24, 37, 38, 31] require at most O(NE )
messages to handle the same case.

B Correctness Proof
In this section, we prove the safety and liveness properties of the DELFA, where we use Boolean operators,
quantification operators (∀,∃), and temporal operators (always �, eventually ♦). Recall that the DELFA provides
an eventual leader, and we prove this property in this section. The notations used in the correctness proof are given in
Table 9.

n Number of participating nodes N Number of nodes in the network
CODRi current leader at node i Mx xth MANET component
CODRMi

the current leader of ith MANET PMx the current president node of xth MANET
LMx the current leader node of xth MANET VLMx the current vice-leader node of xth MANET
SENDi(m, j) node i sends a message m to a node j RECVi (m, j ) node i receives a message m from a node j

Statei the current state of node i E A set of edges between neighbor nodes

Table 9: Notations used in the correctness proof.

Theorem 1 (Safety) An execution of the proposed algorithm eventually leads to a unique P, L, and VL nodes in each
individual MANET component, and all the other nodes (of the components) agree on the same elected leader node L.
Formally,

∀ i, j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, (Statei = NORMAL ∧ Statej = NORMAL ∧ NWL > 70)

⇒ (CODRi = CODRj)
(1)

Proof. We prove three claims to show the uniqueness of the leader node, as: (i) an execution of PHASEs 1-3 results in
a single unique leader, (ii) when any two components merge (due to a communication link formation), there is a unique
leader in the merged component, and (iii) when a component partitions into x components, then all the x components
have their unique leaders. In each claim, we show that eventually each component has a unique leader node.

Claim 1 An execution of PHASEs 1-3 results in a single unique leader.

Proof. We prove the claim by contradiction. Assume that a single MANET component has more than one leader
nodes. In other words, two nodes i and j that belong to a MANET have two different leader nodes. Formally,
∃ i, j ∈Mx, (Statei = NORMAL ∧ CODRi = L1) ∧ (Statej = NORMAL ∧ CODRj = L2) (2)

When PHASEs 1-3 execute, multiple leaders in a MANET can exist if there are multiple originator (ori) nodes,
which start PHASE 1 when a MANET does not hold a unique leader. In this situation, two ori nodes on timeout
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may elect two different nodes as a leader of the network on the basis of the received NW of the nodes. However,
such a condition exists until EM s with the minimum identity ori node receive at the nodes. Once a node that
holds a leader and receives an EM whose identity of the ori node is smaller than the identity of the most
recently forwarded EM , the node again switches to CANDIDACY state and sets its CODRj = ⊥; see Phase 2
in Table 7. This process will continue until all the node have the same value of ori node in their data-structure.
This fact results in that eventually only a single ori node will elect a leader node, and a MANET component has
a unique leader node, which contradicts the assumption given in equation 2.

Claim 2 When any two components merge (due to a communication link formation), there is a unique leader in the
merged component after at most max(2D1, 2D2) rounds, whereD1 andD2 are the diameter of two components
C1 and C2, respectively.

Proof. Any two (or more) components can merge when a new node joins or one (or more) node of two different
MANETs become neighbors. We prove the claim by contradiction. Assume that a node receives heartbeat
messages from two different leader nodes, which belong to two different MANETs. A trivial case is when two
leader nodes become neighbors. In this case, one of them with the lowest NW becomes a normal node and the
other one becomes a leader of the merged component, and hence, the merged component has a unique leader.

Now consider a scenario where two components may merge when one or more nodes of different MANET
components become neighbors, and these nodes are never aware of the merging of two components. In this
case, the nodes that receive heartbeat messages from two leader nodes may delay the process to have a unique
leader in the network. Such nodes may consider the network merging as a situation that PHASE 1 is triggered,
and eventually they will receive an EM from the minimum identity ori node. However, they will not receive
any EM . According to EVENT 8, the nodes that receive heartbeat messages from two leader nodes ask the
leader nodes about their node-weights that takes at most max(D1, D2) rounds. Once the node receives leaders’
node-weight, then the node informs the leader node whose node-weight is smaller to surrender its leadership that
takes at most max(D1, D2) rounds. Therefore, when two or more components merge, the merged component
has a unique leader node after at most max(2D1, 2D2) rounds.

Claim 3 When a component partitions into x components, then all the x components have their unique leaders.

Proof. This claim holds directly by following Claim 1, see above, and EVENT 7 for the three components, where
each component has a special node (Case 1). Also, the claim holds for x components, when each component
has at least a single node with NW > 69.

Therefore, the proposed algorithm ensures the existence of a unique leader in the network. Following the similar
argument, we can show that the network holds unique P and VL nodes.

�

Theorem 2 (Liveness) Every node i succeed to possess only a single leader within a finite amount of time. Formally,
@ i,� CODRi = ⊥ (3)

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Assume a contrary that there is a node i that never possesses a leader.
Formally,

∃ i,� CODRi = ⊥ (4)
Here, we prove five claims, which show equation 4 is impossible to be true forever, and hence, every node i eventually
succeeds to have a leader.

Claim 1 The algorithm is able to elect a leader after at most 2D rounds, where D is the network diameter. Formally,
∀i ∈ N : i ∈Mx ⇒ �[CODRi 6= ⊥] (5)

Proof. Assume a contradiction that the algorithm is not able to elect a leader forever. Such a condition will exist
if there is no node having NW > 69 or every node has a false leader; so that in both the cases, no node is able
to execute PHASE 1.

However, in a network of no unique leader, at least a single node whose NW > 69 initiates the election process,
i.e., PHASE 1. The node i sends an election message, EM , to all its neighbor nodes, and the propagation of the
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election message takes at most D rounds. When a node j whose NW > 69 receives an EM , the node j sends
an acknowledgement message, AM , to the node i. If there are some nodes having NW > 69, then the node i
receives AM s in at most 2D rounds. On the other hand, the node i elects itself as a leader of the network in the
absence of AM s after at most 2D rounds. Hence, the algorithm is able to elect a leader after at most 2D rounds,
where D is the network diameter.

Note that the network partitioning may leave a node without a leader forever. However, we proved in Theorem 1
that in such a condition, every node has a unique leader forever. Hence, in the network partitioning, the algorithm
is able to elect a unique leader too.

Claim 2 When a node i once receives an election message, EM , and after that is not moved to a different location,
which results in the network partition, the node i receives a coordinator message, CM , within at most 3D
rounds, where D is the network diameter. Formally,

∀Mx, ∃ i, j ∈ n, i 6= j, i, j ∈Mx ∧ RECVi(EM , j )

⇒ ♦[RECVi(CM , j ) ∧ (CODRi = CODRj)]
(6)

Proof. After 2D rounds the ori node elects a leader node (see Claim 1 above), and sends a coordinator message,
CM , to its neighbors. In this manner, one-hop neighbors of the ori node hold information about the leader node
after at most 2D + 1 rounds. Following that, in general, the nodes at distance d receives CM s after at most
2D + d rounds. Thus, the far most node j at distance D from the ori node receives CM s after at most 3D
rounds, and hence, all the nodes receive CM s eventually, if they are not partitioned, within at most 3D rounds.

Claim 3 If a new joining node i joins the network, then it possesses a leader eventually after at most 2x rounds, where
x is the total number of new joining nodes. Formally,

∀Mx,∃ j ∈ N, ∃ i, i 6= j : i ∈ neighbor_namej [] ∧ SEND i(RM, j)

⇒ ♦[RECVi(NM , j ) ∧ RECVi(IM,L)]
(7)

Proof. Assume a contrary that a new joining node i does not receive a notify message, NM , and an information
message, IM , forever. Formally,

∀Mx,∃ j ∈ N, ∃ i, i 6= j : i ∈ neighbor_namej [] ∧ SEND i(RM, j)

⇒ �¬[RECVi(NM , j ) ∧ RECVi(IM,L)]
(8)

Now we will see that there are only two scenarios that hold equation 8 to be true; however, we prove that in the
DELFA, these scenarios are unable to hold forever, as follows:

Scenario 1: Assume that the node i is isolated after sending a request message, RM . In this trivial case,
according to Theorem 1, the node i elects itself as a leader, if it has NW > 69.

Scenario 2: Assume that the node i has moved from its location after sending a RM , and becomes a member
of another MANET,Mz . We show that if the node i does not move out of the range of its neighbor j ∈ Mz ,
then eventually, the node i, receives a NM . Let the node j is also a newly arrived node, and the node j does
not hold the leader information. Thus, the node j sends a wait message, WM , to the node i. However, the node
j has already sent a RM to its neighbor, say, p. The node p again sends a WM to the node j, if the node p
is also a new joining node. This may form a waiting chain of a finite length. Any node z in the waiting chain
either has the current leader’s information or itself be a leader node. Hence, the node z would send the current
leader’s information to the node p. Once this occurs, there is a chain of NM s and IM s that propagates down
to the node i. Therefore, any new joining node eventually becomes aware about the current leader. If x nodes
join the network in the form of a linear network, then it takes at most 2x rounds to hold the leader information,
where x rounds are used to propagate RM s and x rounds are used to propagate NM s.

Claim 4 When two (or more) network components merge, each node of the merged component has a unique leader
after at most max(2D1, 2D2) rounds, where D1 and D2 are the diameter of two components C1 and C2,
respectively.

We proved this claim in Theorem 1.

Claim 5 In the event of the leader’s crash, the proposed algorithm delivers an alternate leader within a finite time.
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Formally,
∀ i ∈ N, i ∈Mx : ¬LMx ⇒ ♦LMx (9)

Proof. Assume a contrary that after the leader’s crash, the network is unable to possess a new leader. Formally,
∀ i ∈ N, i ∈Mx : ¬LMx

⇒ ♦¬LMx (10)
Now we will see that there is only a single scenario that holds equation 10 to be true; however, we prove that
this scenario is unable to hold in the DELFA forever, as follows:

Consider a scenario that the P, VL, and all the house nodes at time α, and the leader node crashes at time β,
where α < β. Hence, there is no special node that can handle this situation, and there is no node in the house
that can initiate PHASE 1 to elect a new leader. However, according to our settings, the node P is the best NW
node and remains stay after the failure of L, VL, and all the house nodes (EVENTs 4 and 5). Hence, the node P
becomes a leader-in-charge and initiates the election process (EVENT 6) in the house, if they have some nodes,
to elect tentative L and VL. Thus, it is impossible that the node P crashes before the leader’s crash; so that the
network holds an alternative leader within a finite time, and equation 10 holds to be false.

Therefore, every node i has a unique leader eventually, and equation 4 cannot hold to be true forever. �

Theorem 3 The DELFA is a fault-containing algorithm.
Proof. An algorithm that assures that starting from a nice configuration and then subsequent transient faults, a
nice configuration will be again reachable without a re-initialization of the network is known as a fault-containing
algorithm. In the context of the DELFA, a nice configuration refers to a unique leader, president, and vice-leader nodes
in the network, and it will be a fault-containing algorithm if it will elect a new leader when the current leader fails,
without a re-initialization of the network (i.e., execution of PHASE 1), and maintain a single president and vice-leader
for the entire duration of the network. This property is directly followed by Theorems 1 and 2. �
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